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Background/aims: Two main systems have been utilized
for measuring transepidermal water loss (TEWL): open
chamber and closed chamber. Yet, further validation and
standardization studies may be necessary to reveal the
sensitivity, precision, and robustness of these instruments.
Methods: Three instruments are compared for their applicability to assess TEWL: unventilated chamber, open chamber and condenser chamber. The comparative study was
performed on human forearm skin (n 5 6), in the normal
condition (baseline), and after (1) 10 tape strippings on both
s
arms, (2) moisturizer cream (Eucerin ) and petrolatum
application for 1 h, and (3) 1% sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS)
aqueous solution and distilled water (as control) application
for 20 min.
Results: The condenser-chamber system, was the only
device among these three that could show the effect of
tape stripping on TEWL values as compared with baseline
(Po0.001). The effect of moisturization, in terms of %
change of TEWL values after application of cream and
petrolatum, did not show significant difference between
devices (P40.05). However, only the values obtained from
condenser-chamber device revealed a highly significant

change as compared with baseline (Po0.001). Condenser-chamber system could also discriminate between the
effect of moisturizer and petrolatum on TEWL values
(Po0.05). The change of TEWL values after SLS application was shown to be significant by unventilated and
condenser-chamber systems (Po0.05). However, none of
the devices differentiated between the effect of water and
1% SLS solution applied for 20 min. The values obtained
from all three instruments correlate well with each other
(Po0.001).
Conclusion: Our results highlight the differences between
two closed-chamber TEWL measurement instruments,
which are designed based on different measurement principles. This may provide insights to find the best practice to
improve the quality, precision and sensitivity of the measurements.

refers to the
total amount of water loss through the skin:
liquid water passing the stratum corneum by
passive diffusion and water vapor loss as a result
of sweating (1, 2). However, when determinations are made below the thermal sweating
threshold, contributions of eccrine sweat evaporation should be minimal (2). TEWL is a frequently used non-invasive method for
elucidation of skin structure and water barrier
function (3, 4). When the skin water barrier is
damaged, TEWL increases. Even subtle changes
in barrier integrity might be detected by measuring TEWL (5). As TEWL measures total vapor
loss, another application of TEWL measurement
may be to assess the degree of sweating (1).

Interestingly, there are no methods for measuring TEWL directly; In fact, TEWL is being inferred from water vapor flux evaporating from
the skin. If TEWL is the only source of water
reaching the skin surface and the skin surface
remains dry, then the measured vapor flux equals
TEWL (6). In vivo, TEWL can be measured according to different approaches: (i) closed-chamber method, which measures the increase of
relative humidity (RH) in a closed air chamber,
(ii) the ventilated chamber method, which measures water picked up by a gas passing through
the chamber, (iii) open-chamber method, which
utilizes an open capsule, and estimates the
vapor pressure gradient from the difference in
vapor pressure at the two fixed heights of
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measurement. All these methods have inherent
drawbacks, as they interfere with the microclimate overlying the surface of the skin. The main
problem with open-chamber systems is their
vulnerability to disturbance from ambient air
movements. The major concern with the closedchamber method is its inability to perform continuous measurements, as the accumulated water
vapor needs to be purged after every reading. A
different approach in closed-chamber systems
has been introduced by Imhof (6), where a condenser is used to remove water vapor from the
closed measurement chamber, thus enabling continuous flux measurement to be made without
purging (7).
Recently, we compared the efficacy of a closedchamber, a condenser-chamber and an openchamber TEWL measurement system, in an in
vitro human skin study, where we evaluated the
correlation of skin permeability and TEWL. Our
results documented the same pattern of TEWL
measurements for all the instruments, furthermore, TEWL values measured by open and
condenser-chamber devices, demonstrated a significant correlation with tritiated water flux (8).
This study compares the sensitivity and efficacy of those TEWL measurement instruments by
means of paired in vivo measurements on normal
and altered skin.

is determined using Nilsson’s diffusion gradient
principle. No recovery time is necessary before
starting the next measurement, because of the
controlled microclimate (10, 11).
Open-chamber system
s

Tewameter TM210 (instrument C) (Courage1Khazaka Electronic, Köln, Germany) is based
on the diffusion gradient principle in an open
chamber. The water vapor pressure gradient is
indirectly measured by two pairs of a combined
thermistor and hygrosensor, mounted at two
different heights inside a hollow cylinder (height
2 cm, diameter 1 cm). The probe head is placed
horizontally on the skin at a constant pressure.
After probe equilibration, measuring time was set
to be 45 s. During the whole experiment, determinations were performed according to published standardized protocols (2, 3, 12).
Volunteers
Six healthy volunteers [four female and two
male; three Caucasians and three Asian; age
range 27–72 (mean age 46  16)] were enrolled
after providing informed consent. Subjects had
no skin disorders and underwent an evaluation
of skin of both forearms, being subdivided into
different measuring zones as described in the
experimental design. Subjects were instructed
not to apply topical products on the test sites.

Materials and Methods
Instruments
Unventilated-chamber system

VapoMetert SWL-2 (instrument A) (Delfin Technologies Ltd, Kuopio, Finland), is a portable and
battery-operated device containing a Honeywell
humidity sensor HIH 3605-B in a closed chamber.
The closed-chamber conditions are created upon
skin contact with surface area of 1 cm diameter.
Measuring time is between 7 and 12 s. The instrument has to rest for at least 20 s between the
measurements to allow the elevated RH and
temperature inside the closed chamber to return
to ambient (5, 9).
Condenser-chamber system

AquaFlux AF200 (instrument B) (Biox systems
Ltd, London, UK), has a closed chamber
equipped with a condenser cooled to below the
freezing point of water (  7.65 1C), which acts as
a sink for water vapor. With the aid of a humidity
sensor (with inbuilt calibration), water vapor flux

Experimental design
A comparative study including parallel in vivo
measurements with three devices was performed
on forearm skin. Three sites on the inner sides of
the volar forearms were selected for measurements: site 1 just above the wrist, site 2 was in the
middle and site 3 just below the cubital fossa.
These skin areas are relatively hairless preventing
hairs or particles touching the sensors (5).
The study was conducted during winter in a
room with daily ranges of RH 45.1  3.21% and
temperature range 22.1  1 1C. All volunteers
were adapted to this condition at least 15 min
before starting the measurements.
At all three mentioned sites (3 cm2) with these
devices, the following measurements were performed: (a) baseline TEWL values (expressed in
g/m2h) on left and right arm on two different
days and (b) effect of single topical application
of a cosmetic
moisturizing cream (10 mg/cm2,
s
Eucerin Calming cream, Beiersdorf Inc., Wilton,
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CT, USA) on the left arm and petrolatum (purified
grade, Fisher scientific, Fair Lawn, NJ, USA) on
the right arm. The products were applied gently
with a cotton swab, and after 1 h were gently
wiped off with paper towel. After 30 min, TEWL
measurements with the devices were started. (c)
Effect of mild chemical barrier disruption with
sodium lauryl sulfate (SLS) application on left
arm (1% w/v SLS in water, Sigma, St Louis, MO,
USA, 99% purity). The detergent solution (300 mL)
was applied through
a small occlusive patch (Hill
s
Top Chamber , diameter 25 mm, Hill Top Research, Miamiville, OH, USA) and remained
for 20 min. The corresponding test sites on the
other forearm were identically treated with a
water patch as control. After removal of the
occlusive chambers, forearms were rinsed with
lukewarm tap water and gently dried with a
paper towel. TEWL measurements were started
after 15 min.
Just on site 3 of the left and right arms, the
effect of mild barrier damage induced by tape
stripping swas also determined (10 tape strips,
D-squame , Cuderm Corporation, Dallas, TX,
USA). The tape disc was pressed onto the skin
using a roller. The roller was then removed and the
tape peeled from the skin with forceps. TEWL
measurements were immediately started thereafter.
All the measurements were performed three
times and the mean values reported.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS
software (SPSS 11.5, SPSS Science, Chicago, IL,

USA). Normal distributions were tested by Kolmogrov–Smirnov test of normality before performing comparisons with a paired t-test. When
three experimental groups were compared, ANOVA analyses were performed, followed by a pairwise post hoc, Tukey test. The correlations between TEWL values obtained with three devices
were determined by calculating the Pearson’s
correlation coefficient.
The level of significance was Po0.05.

Results
Baseline values
Before evaluating the effects of variables, the
baseline values of all test sites were measured
(Table 1). The first day results showed that,
TEWL values measured on site 1 were significantly different with sites 2 and 3 in both arms, as
recorded by instruments A and B, whereas, no
significant difference between sites was detected
by instrument C (P40.05). Inter-day variations of
results were observed for instruments A (unventilated chamber) and B (condenser chamber): On
day 2, according to B, the sites 1 and 2 showed
a significant difference on left arm, whereas
on right arm, site 1 was significantly different
with sites 2 and 3. Instrument A’s (unventilated
chamber) measurements on day 2, proved no
significant difference between sites on both
arms. No statistically significant variation was
shown between corresponding sites on the left
and right arm, as measured by three instruments
(Table 1).

TABLE 1. Baseline TEWL values measured by three devices at three sites on left and right forearm
Left arm
Site 1
Open-chamber*
Day 1
8.87w [44.5]
Day 2
8.94 [17.3]
Unventilated-chamber
Day 1z
8.37 [17.6]
Day 2*
15.8 [45]
Condenser-chamber
Day 1z
14.66 [17.7]
Day 2§
13.3 [31.1]

Right arm
Site 2

Site 3

Site 1

7.65 [37.5]
7.56 [22.1]

9.58 [30.4]
8.74 [46]

6.65 [33.7]
6.82 [19.4]

7.92 [19.5]
7.42 [33]

6.4 [14.81]
7.83 [37.2]

6.63 [17.2]
8.73 [49.6]

11.84 [20.1]
12.98 [53]

6.23 [11.5]
8.64 [30.6]

6.77 [15]
7.74 [42]

9.68 [20]
9.13 [21]

14.78 [31.1]
13.4 [24.4]

9.7 [17.9]
8.58 [4.8]

9.5 [20.5]
8.46 [16.8]

11.12 [22]
8.34 [9.3]

Each number represents mean (coefficient of variation %) of TEWL values measured three times on six subjects.
On both arms, TEWL values of site 1 are significantly different with sites 2 and 3 (one-way ANOVA, P-valueo0.001).
§
On the left arm, the difference between TEWL values of sites 1 and 2 was significant, and on the right arm.
TEWL values of site 1 are significantly different with sites 2 and 3 (one-way ANOVA, P-valueo0.05).
z
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Site 3

9.97 [60]
6.96 [18.4]

*No significant difference in TEWL values was detected between sites in both arms (one-way ANOVA: P-value40.05).
w

Site 2
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Tape stripping effect
Instrument B (condenser chamber) was the only
device that showed the effect of tape stripping on TEWL as compared with the baseline.
(Fig. 1a).
No significant difference was detected between
left and right arm values, as measured by three
devices (P40.05).

Interdevice correlations
TEWL values measured by three instruments are
correlated significantly (Po0.001) (Fig. 2). Pearson’s correlation coefficient is 0.58 for B (condenser chamber) and A (unventilated chamber),
60
55

(a)

50

Left arm baseline

TEWL (g/m2.hr)

45

Effect of moisturizing cream and petrolatum
The effect of moisturization, in terms of % change
of TEWL values after application of cream and
petrolatum on all sites, did not show significant
inter-device variation (P40.05). However, only
the values obtained from device B (condenser
chamber) revealed a highly significant change as
compared with the baseline (Po0.001). Figure 1b
presents this trend for site 3.
Device B also discriminated between the effect
of cream and petrolatum on TEWL values of sites
2 and 3 (Po0.05).
Percent change of TEWL compared with baseline values, were not significantly different between three sites. The values determined for site
3 are shown in Table 2.

Left arm after tape
stripping

40
35

Right arm baseline

30

Right arm after tape
stripping

25
20
15
10
5
0
Open-chamberUnventilated- Condenserchamber
chamber
14

(b)

TEWL (g/m2.hr)

12

Left arm baseline

10
8

After moisturizing
cream
Right arm baseline

6

After Petrolatum

4
2
0

Effect of detergent (SLS 1% aqueous solution)
The change of TEWL values after SLS application
on all three sites was shown to be significant by
unventilated-chamber and condenser-chamber
systems (Po0.05). Figure 1c illustrates this pattern for site 3.
However, no device differentiated between the
effect of water and 1% SLS aqueous solution
applied for 20 min (Table 2).
No statistically significant inter-device or intersite variation was observed in percent change
of TEWL after SLS or water application. The
values determined for site 3 are shown in
Table 2.

18

Open-chamber

Unventilatedchamber

Condenserchamber

(c)

TEWL (g/m2.hr)

16
14

Left arm baseline

12

After SLS 1% aq. solution

10

Right arm baseline

8
After water

6
4
2
0
Open-chamber Unventilated- Condenserchamber
chamber

Fig. 1. Comparison of three devices in detecting (a) tape stripping
effect on TEWL (b) moisturization effect on TEWL and (c) detergent
effect on TEWL. *The mean difference is significant at 0.005 level.

TABLE 2. % Change of TEWL values compared to baseline after different treatments on forearm as measured by three devices
Tape stripping*
Device/parameter
z

Open-chamber
Unventilated-chamber
Condenser-chamber

Left arm
16.4
76.3
167.1

Detergentw

Moisturizing
Right arm
14.4
53.1
81.6

s

Eucerin creamz
§

2.7
 10.6§
 17.2z

Petrolatumz

SLS 1%

Control (water)

 1.9
 9.9
 26.4

53.8
32.9
45.5

18.3
17.8
25.6

*No significant difference was detected between left and right arm values, as measured by three devices (t-test, P40.05).
w

None of the devices could prove a significant difference between SLS 1% solution and water treatment effect (t-test, P40.05).
No significant difference was seen between devices (t-test, P40.05).
§
No significant difference between effect of cream and petrolatum was observed (t-test, P40.05).
z
The effect of cream and petrolatum was significantly different (t-test, Po0.05).
z
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Condenser-chamber

(a) 80

y = 2.4307x – 9.2503
R2= 0.7755

70
60
50
40
30
20

r: 0.88

10

P value < 0.001

0
0

Unventilated-chamber

(b) 20

10
20
Open-chamber

30

y = 0.6136x + 3.0917
R2 = 0.4879

15

10

5

r: 0.7
P value < 0.001

0
0

10
20
Open-chamber

30

Condenser-chamber

(c) 80
70

r: 0.56

60

P value < 0.001

50

y= 1.7668x – 2.238
R2= 0.3162

40
30
20
10
0
0

5

10
15
Unventilated-chamber

20

Fig. 2. Correlations between TEWL measurements under various
experimental conditions (baseline, tape stripping, detergent and
moisturizer application). (a) Open-and condenser-chamber, (b)openand unventilated-chamber, (c) condenser-chamber and unventilatedchamber.

0.70 for A (unventilated chamber) and C (open
chamber), and 0.88 for B (condenser chamber)
and C (open-chamber).

Discussion
Wilson provides an in-depth overview of TEWL
technology (13). The open and closed-chamber
techniques for TEWL assessment are well established and the results obtained from the instruments correlate well with each other (5, 9, 14–16).
This comparative in vivo study compared the
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sensitivity of two conventional open and closedchamber devices with a recently developed condenser-chamber system.
The first part of the study investigated the
baseline values of corresponding test areas, three
on each forearm. As a consequence of different
measurement and calibration principles, results
obtained with different methods cannot be directly compared with accuracy (1). However, data
shown in Table 1, demonstrates similarities between values measured by different devices. As a
diffusion gradient measurement method, TEWL
measurement can be modeled using Fick’s first
law. Therefore, a molecular diffusion coefficient
for water vapor is defined. Diffusion resistance
might be considered to be the sum of the stratum
corneum (SC) barrier resistance, and the diffusion resistance imposed by open or close cylinder
of TEWL measurement instrument. When the
skin is not disrupted, the SC diffusion resistance
is large compared with that of the measurement
chamber. Therefore, differences in TEWL measurement chambers have little influence on
measurements and similar readings of TEWL
are expected, provided the instruments are correctly calibrated (1, 6). This explains the similarities of baseline values measured by different
devices.
A similar pattern is observed for unventilatedchamber and condenser-chamber systems in
measuring baseline values, as they both indicate
a significant difference of site 1 (located closer to
the wrist) with sites 2 and 3. This contrasts with
studies, which found more variability for the
areas closer to the elbow (5, 17). Our possible
explanation for this finding is the higher probability of skin perturbations at site 1, as this area
is highly exposed to frequent washing, and rubbing. The variabilities observed by other studies
for the sites around cubital fossa, might be related
to sweat gland activities interference with TEWL
readings. The physiological unequivalence of
different sites on the forearm demonstrates the
need for careful selection of test sites and corresponding control areas for TEWL studies.
Inter-day variation of results should also be
considered as a possible source of error in concluding the parameters effect on TEWL. The
unventilated-chamber device readings show the
highest inter-day variation (Table 1), and openchamber system readings present the lowest.
Further validation studies in terms of robustness
and ruggedness may confirm this finding.

Comparative transepidermal water loss measurement

The second part investigated the effect of mild
skin barrier disruptions (10 tape strippings, shortterm dilute detergent application), and moisturization (O/W cream and petrolatum application)
on TEWL, and the sensitivities of devices in
detecting these effects have been compared.
After tape stripping, the condenser-chamber
instrument was the only device that showed the
increase of TEWL values compared with the
baseline. As mentioned earlier, when the SC
barrier resistance is decreased, the diffusion resistance of the measurement heads can no longer
be neglected. Therefore, instruments show different results as their cylinders have different dimensions. The diffusion resistance is 900 S/m for
condenser-chamber and 1000 S/m for openchamber system (6). Meanwhile, the condenser
acts as a sink for water vapor and controls the
chamber microclimate humidity independently
of ambient humidity. That could provide more
sensitivity and reliability for the condenserchamber device, in detecting the changes in
skin barrier function. Nevertheless, the skin barrier resistance after 10 strips is still huge compared with chamber diffusion resistance. Thus,
another explanation for this observation could be
the heterogeneity of the stripping effect. Stripping is known to produce uneven results, with
patches of high damage surrounded by relatively
undamaged stratum corneum. The local flux
from areas of high damage could be high enough
to cause local RH to approach saturation level of
100%, even when the average over the measured
area is much lower. The open chamber has, in any
case, a much higher skin surface RH for a given
flux than the condenser chamber. Therefore, the
lower sensitivity of the open chamber in this test
could be due to localized saturation (R. E. Imhoff
personal communication).
After chemical disruption of the skin barrier
with SLS (as an anionic surfactant which can
remove epidermal barrier lipids), almost all the
devices could prove the significant TEWL increase.
Percent change of TEWL values was not significantly different between devices, although as presented in Table 2, percentage change measured
by condenser chamber4unventilated chamber4
open chamber. Higher sensitivity of condenserchamber technique, environment-related variables
(for open-chamber system), blocking of normal
skin evaporation (for unventilated-chamber system) or inter-individual variations could be some
of the reasons for this observation.

Following moisturizer application, in 10–15
min, water contained in the product evaporates
and a lipidization phase starts. Lipids on the skin
surface usually occlude the stratum corneum and
impair water evaporation. In fact, no change, a
slight or a more important decrease of TEWL may
be detected during the lipidization phase, depending on the formulation applied on the skin:
a lotion containing 80% water in the first case, a
cream in the second and petrolatum in the third
(3). We wiped-off the cream or petrolatum after
1 h, when presumably lipidization phase was
started and no interference between product
water evaporation and TEWL was expected. Our
results (Table 2) agree with this fact, despite that
for open-chamber system there is 2.7% increase
in TEWL. Furthermore, the difference between
cream and petrolatum effect could just be revealed
by condenser-chamber system. This highlights the
chief limitation of open-chamber devices, as they
are extremely sensitive to any variation in the
microclimate (due to the instrument, environment
or individual), which can affect the accuracy of the
results obtained from them.
Nevertheless, the measurements of all instruments show strong correlations with each other,
in spite of differences in values, which are attributed to different calibration methods. Interestingly, the correlation of condenser-chamber and
open-chamber readings seems to be stronger
(r: 0.88) than condenser-chamber and unventilated-chamber systems (r 5 0.56). Because of closer calibration and the fact that latter instruments
are both categorized as closed-chamber systems,
a stronger correlation of their values was expected. This could be attributed to the lack of
reproducibility in measurements (as is observed
for the unventilated chamber), or to vapor saturation in the chamber, which can cause inaccurate
determinations.

Conclusion
Our results suggest that condenser-chamber
method offers important advantages as it conquers the limitations of conventional closed and
open-chamber systems: tendency to skin occlusion, and sensitivity to ambient conditions, respectively.
However, the measurements performed by all
systems are significantly correlated.
Further validation and comparative studies,
including ventilated-chamber systems, with large
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sample sizes, are necessary to confirm these findings. Meanwhile, standardization of TEWL calibration method would improve the comparability
of different TEWL measurement instruments.
Taken together, this highly valuable technology
will benefit from further comparisons as well as
prudent clinical interpretations of the data from
any instrument.
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